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Abstract
All living things are underpinned by the multitude of molecules contained in cells. Understanding 

molecular behaviour is a central aim of biochemistry, so contemporary textbooks contain many 

excellent images and animations. However, these presentations are fundamentally 2-dimensional 

and often de-emphasise the chemical properties underlying biomolecular behaviour.

This reticence for exposing atomic detail is unsurprising since proteins and DNA are very large in 

chemical terms: a small enzyme has over 1500 atoms and even a single turn of DNA double helix 

comprises over 500 atoms. In fact, even nature builds most biomolecules by linking small subunits 

together. This means biochemical properties can often be readily understood by considering small 

subunits and how they associate in polymers.

To make the link between chemistry and biology real and engaging for students, we have developed 

a suite of practical exercises for constructing structural models using chemical model kit 

components. To improve the clarity and empower students, we have also integrated the use of 

multimedia clips on computers during the delivery of these exercises in our practical laboratory.

This approach requires only cheap and readily available materials and resources including bulk 

plastic chemical parts for modelling, handheld camcorders and simple video editing software for 

multimedia production, and obsolete computers for delivery.

The exercises provide a complement to traditional experiments. Students enjoy the group learning 

and tangible nature as well as the opportunity to identify visually and physically with theoretical 

presentations.

The exercises culminated in development of a project where a small group of 4th year students 

constructed a 4000 part protein structure starting from the sequence of subunit amino acids.
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Cells are complex biological units containing a multitude of molecules undertaking a diverse range 

of chemical reactions to bring organisms alive. It is the challenge of the Natural Sciences to teach 

students the principles and details of this cellular machinery. One of the most demanding aspects of 

teaching biochemistry is visualisation of the biomolecules which form its building blocks. Modern 

textbooks are filled with images of compounds from small metabolites to large organelles, and these 

have become increasingly detailed as graphic technology and scientific knowledge have progressed. 

However, the images are limited by the very fact that they are confined to the page of a book or, as 

has become more widespread recently, as animations on a computer screen.

The desire to engage students directly with biomolecules motivated our investigation of three 

dimensional model building to communicate principles of biochemistry to third level students. By 

allowing students to approach biomolecule structure and function literally atom by atom they are 

afforded a unique opportunity of seeing how every piece of the intricate workings plays a part.

Biomolecules such as DNA, lipids, proteins and carbohydrates are huge molecules composed of 

thousands of atoms. Even the smallest enzymes are composed of hundreds of amino acids and each 

amino acid, in turn, of as many as 50 atoms and connecting bonds. Building biomolecular models 

initially appears a daunting challenge, but when broken down into components it can become as 

simple as constructing a basic Lego set.

A series of practical sessions for 2nd year biochemistry students have been designed based around 

the structural properties of lipids and proteins. To connect chemical and structural properties, 

sessions are composed of linked “wet”  and “dry”  parts. In the wet procedures, students investigate 

the properties of lipids and proteins by testing relevant properties such as protein content of a 

solution or solubility of a lipid. In the dry procedures, students are then guided through the 

construction of the related biomolecule such as an alpha helical peptide segment of a protein or a 

complete lipid. Step by step written instructions highlight relevant chemical units.

An additional feature is the cooperative aspect of the alpha helix peptide construction practical. 

Each pair of students builds 3 amino acid units, with different sidechains, which they link together 

as a tripeptide. Four pair groups then come together to complete a 12 amino acid doadecapeptide 

with a specialised distribution of sidechain properties representing amphipathic chemical character. 

By emphasising the key learning goals, as the students are building the model, we ensure the 

kinesthetic theory of the practical is reinforced.

We observed that the model building aspect of these practicals is initially quite demanding on 

students, so every effort was made to provide the students with clear information while maintaining 
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the learning objectives and challenge aspect. To complement the written instructions, a series of 

multimedia clips showing how to build each component of the molecules and how the resulting 

structure should look were produced as short videos. An explanatory video featuring an introduction 

to atom and bond types within the kit was also made available on the teaching CMS in advance of 

the practical, and shown in the pre-practical talk. These clips are provided on display computers on 

each bench in the teaching laboratory. An audio commentary accompanied the visual actions, and a 

on-screen text instructions supplemented the audio which could otherwise be drowned out in a busy 

teaching environment. A module unit containing the computer and providing a surface for screens 

has been prototyped to  reduce clutter on busy benches. The computers were also set up using VGA 

splitters to provide 2 active screens around which 4 students could each come together. 

Demonstrators were therefore able to lead their entire group together at a controlled pace when 

appropriate. 

A key challenge in contemporary teaching is to keep costs to a minimum and use resources that are 

readily or cheaply available. Each kit contains approximately 300 atom and 150 bond parts, at a 

cost of less than !20. This sized kit is sufficient for 8 students to build the complete model and is 

completely reusable. Cameras, tripods and microphones to record instructional clips were obtained 

from the in-house AV support service. Using iMovie software that is included free with every Apple 

computer, the recordings were trimmed, voice overs added, and on-screen instructions overlaid. The 

display computers in the laboratory were obsolete models obtained during renovations of student 

computer suites.

The success of the practical exercises at 2nd year level also inspired a new format of final year 

project where three students worked together to build a full scale-model of green fluorescent protein 

(GFP) while conducting wet lab experiments in parallel to alter the fluorescent properties of GFP by 

mutagenesis. The GFP protein was chosen for the initiative because our department has a strong 

research engagement with GFP, enabling us to leverage research-inspired teaching. GFP has been at 

the centre of revolutionary advances in cell biology technologies and was the subject of a Nobel 

prize award in 2008. Furthermore, GFP has a regular structure consisting of a barrel of beta strand 

staves with a spiralling alpha helix in the centre and so seemed an achievable model building 

project. Although relatively small, GFP is nevertheless composed of over 2100 atoms and 2800 

bonds. It was therefore necessary to break GFP into subunits and sections and then link these into 

the complete polymer. In fact this intuitive fragmentation is exactly how nature deals with the 

challenge of structural complexity, so the conceptual approach of building from the ground up 

coordinates with the teaching syllabus to emphasise an additional biomolecular principle. In 
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parallel, the students  conducted a mutagenesis experiment where key residues within GFP were 

mutated resulting an altered fluorescence.

To build the scale model of GFP, the students first identified the elements and bonds necessary to 

build the entire structure by researching the sequence of GFP and calculating its composition. They 

then ordered the necessary 4000 pieces and assembled the 238 amino acid backbone units and their 

sidechains separately. The backbone chain of the GFP barrel was next assembled on a temporary 

scaffolding of bamboo poles with the help of molecular structure viewer software projecting a 

rotatable image of GFP on a screen beside the model. Based on this temporary assembly, a 

permanent stand was completed and the GFP backbone was mounted, then all 238 sidechains were 

placed and coloured ribbons were added to allow easier visual identification of the structural 

features of the finished model. The final scale GFP molecule is approximately 1 metre high and 50 

cm in diameter. This complete process of going from a project concept to a tangible final result with 

is in turn useful for teaching other students shows how biomolecule model building can itself be a 

basis for research-led teaching.

Using footage of the project progress and interviews with the students, a video was produced 

detailing how the model was constructed and featuring the students’ reflections on the project. The 

responses were inspirational. There was a sense of ownership and accomplishment towards the 

GFP model and the linked mutagenesis experiment, which is especially significant since the three 

students involved had found biochemistry difficult to grasp and so were associated with a lack of 

engagement. However, during the project, they gained greatly in knowledge of protein structure, in 

scientific collaboration and project skills.

Overall, the initiatives described illustrate how multifaceted projects can be developed around the 

core concept of biomolecule structures. The integration of multimedia and research-led teaching 

demonstrates how technology-enhanced learning can enable novel and intuitive visualisation of 

complex biomolecules.
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